A new criterion is given for constructing an optimal triangulation of surfaces and bodies. The triangulation, called the tight triangulation, is convexity preserving and accepts long, thin triangles whenever they are useful. Both properties are not shared by the maxmin triangulation, which in the plane is called the Delaunay triangulation.
Introduction
The present article represents one of the lectures given by the author in the framework of the Program on Computational Geometry, 1998, on invitation by the Morning Side Center, Chinese Academy of Sciences. The scientific work presented in the lecture has been done by dr.L.Alboul, who was a guest researcher in the author's Numerical Analysis Group, in cooperation with dr.R.van Damme [1] , who is a member of this group. Use has been made of the work of the Russian mathematician Aleksandrov [2] , who developed a theory of non-regular surfaces. The surfaces considered in the present paper are polyhedral surfaces, consisting of flat triangles joined together, of which the vertices are, in general, the non-regular points of the surface. The problem considered is the construction of a triangulation of a scattered data set which is associated with a surface or body in threedimensional space. Optimality is obtained in the sense of minimizing a certain 'energy' functional. Input in this process is an arbitrary initial triangulation of the data set. The optimization process leads to a triangulation which is convexity preserving.
Discretization of Differential Geometric Notions
In Differential Geometry curvature is one of the important notions. So one usually considers two times differentiable surfaces. In our present problem we have to do with polyhedral surfaces. This means that the classical notions from Differential Geometry can not be used directly; some discretization process is needed. Aleksandrov's theory of non-regular surfaces [2] gives a handle to such a discretization. On a smooth surface one distinguishes the principal curvatures k 1 and k 2 . The Gaussian curvature κ in a point of the surface is defined as κ = k 1 k 2 . The Gaussmap of a surface S is a map from S to the unit sphere. The map associates a point Q on the unit sphere with a point P on S by translating the unit normal in P to the centre of the unit sphere. The top of this translated vector then is the point Q. Consider a neighbourhood ∆S of the point P . The Gaussmap associates with ∆S a neighbourhood ∆Ω of Q. Then the absolute value |κ| of the Gaussian curvature in P can be written as |κ| = lim ∆S→P area of ∆Ω area of ∆S .
It is possible to count ∆Ω positive or negative, depending on the sign of κ (oriented Gauss map). We then have
The integral curvature of a surface S is defined as
is the area of the Gaussmap of S.
The important thing here is that curvature in terms of areas does not assume regularity of S, thus the concept of (integral) curvature can in this way be extended to non-regular surfaces.
Example 1. Consider a circular cone with half-top angle α, and inscribed sphere with radius ρ. The area of the Gauss map of the spherical cap is 2π(1 − sin α), and the area of the cap itself is 2πρ 2 (1 − sin α). The ratio of these area's is 1/ρ 2 = κ (no lim operation since ρ is constant), and the integral curvature is K(S) = 2π(1 − sin α). Taking the limit with ρ tending to 0, we see that κ in the top of the cone is unbounded. The integral curvature over the cone surface however, including the top, is independent of ρ. In each point of the cone surface, different from the top, the Gaussian curvature is zero, since either k 1 or k 2 is zero.
The question now arises how to define a discrete analogue of κ for a non-regular surface, or better, of the integral curvature. We define the full angle θ(P ) at a point P of the surface S as
where s(r) is the length of the boundary of a neighbourhood U (P, r) of P, which is taken isometric to a circle of radius r and with P as its centre. In a vertex v of a polyhedral surface the full angle is the sum of the angles, at the vertex, of the triangular elements which are incident at that vertex. On a polyhedral surface θ(P ) = 2π can only occur in the vertices of the surface.
The integral curvature at a vertex v of a surface which is such that the curvatures are concentrated in the vertices (like a polyhedral surface, or a cone), is defined as
and the integral curvature of a complete polyhedral surface is
Example 2. Consider again the circular cone. The full angle at the top P of the cone is θ(P ) = s(r)/r = 2πr sin α/r = 2π sin α. Then the integral curvature at the cone top is K(P ) = 2π − 2π sin α, which is consistent with the result in example 1.
Defining the optimization criterion
An obvious idea now is to minimize the expression
over all possible triangulations ∆ of the data set, in order to find the 'optimal' triangulation. This, however, does not give good results. Looking more carefully, we see that we have to distinguish between four different curvatures:
is defined as the K of the smallest convex polyhedral cone, with vertex v, enveloping the polyhedral cone of the actual triangulation. If such a hull does not exist, then
of the enveloping convex cone never exceeds the full angle of the actual polyhedral cone).
The expression that we actually should minimize is given by
Three types of vertices
In three-dimensional triangulations we distinguish three types of vertices: vertices with positive, negative, and mixed curvature. More precise, we distinguish the following types, each characterized by a set of equivalent statements:
The Gauss map is nonintersecting and positively oriented -Any plane spanned by 2 subsequent edges is a supporting plane
The Gauss map is nonintersecting and negatively oriented -Locally no supporting plane exists
The Gauss map is intersecting -v admits locally a supporting plane
The algorithm
We need to compute the total 'energy' of the (initial) triangulation,
There are N vertices with positions x i ∈ IR 3 . With the triangulation a N ×N connectivity matrix C is associated, having elements C i,j = 1 if an edge exists between the vertices i and j, and elements C i,j = 0 otherwise. With each vertex v an ordered list I v of neighbouring vertices is associated,
This fixes the structure of the triangulation at each vertex, and thus the (integral) curvature at each vertex can be computed. The next step is to investigate, for each vertex, whether or not the vertex admits (locally) a supporting plane. Vertex v does have such a plane if, and only if, numbers i, j exist, If v does have locally a supporting plane, then a plane exists that intersects all edges (v, j), j ∈ I v . The convex hull of the intersection points can be determined, and the full angle θ + (v) of the associated enveloping convex cone can be computed. Then
If v is proper convex, thenK = K + = K. The 'BEST' TRIANGULATION is the one that minimizes
Finding the global minimum is an immense task in general. We have used a standard local edge-swapping algorithm. If the set of data is convex, then convergence to the global minimum is guaranteed, and the minimum corresponds with the unique convex triangulation. In the general case the optimization is much more difficult, because local minima exist in the optimization process.
